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Mancheeii, a worker addicted to drugs and alcohol, screams under the effects of chang’aa in one of Nyahururu’s 100 plus illegal drinking dens. According to 
NACADA (Kenya’s National Authority for the Campaign Against Alcohol and Drug Abuse), 40% of the population are alcohol or drug users. Of this number, 5%, 
an estimated 2.5 million people, are chang’aa addicts.                                                           



In Kenya for some years now the phenomenon of bootleg chang’aa has been a 
scourge on society

Bootleg chang’aa is a spirit made from distilled grains like maize but is sometimes 
adulterated with petrol, methanol and even battery acid

It has been estimated that 5% of the population, or two and a half million people, 
are addicted (source NACADA)

12 shillings (€0.10) a glass, compared with 30 shillings (€0.26) for the legal version

The physical, psychological and social consequences are disastrous and include: 
loss of bodily control, forms of blindness and mental problems













A rehab centre in Nyahururu. Around 70 people live in and take part in recovery programmes that range from 15 days to 4 months in duration. The government, 
worried about the effects of chang’aa and other addictive substances, is promoting the opening of centres such as this one but protocols are inadequate and 
funds insufficient.



Joseph is the son of Beatrice, a chang’aa producer. He tells of how he has often witnessed violent clashes between customers. Frequently he has to navigate 
through pools of vomit on the floor of his home.



A child wearing a net over his face enters a site where chang’aa is produced. The children of drinkers are the indirect victims of chang’aa abuse, abandoned to 
their fate and forced to witness the effects on their parents.



A man gets to work demolishing a car in a scrapyard in Nyahururu while, Mancheeii, a worker ravaged by chang’aa abuse, sleeps on the backseat. Consumption 
of bootleg chang’aa is most popular in the poorest areas of the country, a glass of chang’aa costs 20 shillings (€0.18), while a shot costs 12 shillings (€0.10).



Made from distilled maize and millet, but sometimes adulterated with acid and even petrol, 
chang’aa is the –highly potent brew that is destroying Kenya.

In Kenya its nickname is “kill me fast”. In the space of just a few years, chang’aa, a spirit made from distilled 
millet, maize and sorghum, has become the scourge of the country. Legal since 2010 (if produced in compliance 
with the established regulations), chang’aa is highly addictive and increasingly popular in the country’s poorest 
areas where, along with the conventional ingredients, the drink is sometimes adulterated with methanol, petrol 
and battery acid recovered from rubbish dumps and also with female clothing stained with menstrual blood.

More often than not women run the business of producing and selling chang’aa. The phenomenon is spreading: 
around 5 % of the population, or two and a half million people, are addicted (source: National Authority for the 
Campaign Against Alcohol and Drug Abuse): the physical, psychological and social consequences of this are 
disastrous. Continued consumption almost immediately leads to loss of bodily functions and in the longer term, 
forms of blindness and mental problems that mean habitual consumers frequently lose their jobs as a result.

In Nyahururu in the Rift Valley, for instance, bootleg chang’aa, which costs 12 shillings (€0.10) a glass, compared 
with 30 schillings (€0.26) for the legal variety, is produced in isolated locations and used as a tradable commodity. 
In this area the spread of chang’aa addiction is seriously threatening communities, as has been outlined by the 
Saint Martin Foundation. Women are selling their bodies to pay for it while men are trading it for day’s work or 
in exchange for agricultural products.

In Nairobi business is booming above all in slums such as Kibera and Mlango Kubwa, where the children of 
chang’aa producers are paying the highest price: these children are often forced to witness or suffer violence 
and abuse. The government is trying to clamp down on the phenomenon and has set up numerous rehabilitation 
centres all over the country. But will these be enough?



Jacinta Wanjiku, 56, has three sons and three daughters and lives in Thiru. “I started drinking in1980 with 
my boyfriend of that time. When he left me I was already an alcoholic and I started drinking chang’aa 
produced in the villages as it was much cheaper. I stole from home to drink, I wasn’t able to take care of 
my children and thought about suicide. When I didn’t have any money, I learnt to distil chang’aa to sell, 
even though often I drank it all myself. I’ve been in rehab since June 2017.”



Chang’aa is poured into plastic bottles as quickly as possible in order to avoid evaporation (the liquid is 90% alcohol). 



Two youngsters let go after a drunken evening in a bar in Nyahururu.



A handful of sorghum, one of the original ingredients of chang’aa, together with maize and millet.



An elderly lady is completely intoxicated after having drunk chang’aa and alcohol in Nyahururu.



Recovering addicts play games at a rehab centre in Nyahururu that houses 70 people.



Customers in an illegal drinking den in Kibera.



Philomon Muli, Emma’s brother. Previously homeless in Nairobi, he now lives in Nyahururu. “I started 
drinking chang’aa 25 years ago. One day I woke up inside a half-built house, without any trousers on – just 
shoes and boxer shorts. A person who drinks chang’aa doesn’t just quit immediately”.



A woman leaves after having purchased chang’aa in the countryside near Nyahururu.



A maize store in the countryside. Maize is one of the original ingredients of chang’aa, a spirit comparable to grappa, but with a much higher alcohol content.



A chang’aa drinker after just a few sips of the drink. The effects of the spirit, in addition to general intoxication, include loss of reflexes as well as bodily control, 
deforming the drinker’s face after just two or three sips.



Two of Milicent’s seven children supported by AVSI in Nairobi. Their father has a serious chang’aa addiction problem. Absent from the family and unemployed, 
when he returns home drunk he insults and beats his wife in front of their children.



The railway line that passes through Kibera.



Men drink freshly produced chang’aa in the countryside near Nyahururu.



A drinker in one of the homes in Kibera where chang’aa is produced. Addiction often means waiting for hours inside someone’s home.



An area of Kibera where there are many chang’aa distilleries.



Lucy Waithira Wanjohi, 65, lives Mukurueini. She has 8 children, one died and 3 are alcoholics and drug addicts. 
“I began to have epileptic fits after my husband’s death. He was violent and I was forced to sleep outside the 
home. My son Kamau urinated and defecated all over his house. He threatened us, we were afraid. I asked for 
help from the village chief: he put me in touch with Saint Martin CSA, which is now helping me. I live with my 
granddaughter since my oldest son left her to me after his divorce from his wife; she too is a chang’aa addict.”



A former soldier drinks chang’aa. After a few months his addiction caused a temporary form of blindness, one of the physical consequences of chang’aa abuse.



A physiotherapy centre and refuge for women affected by AIDS in Kahawa Sukari, an area of Nairobi in the parish of St. Joseph. Casual sexual encounters under 
the influence of alcohol or drugs contribute to the spread of the HIV virus.



Mama Ndegwa completes the final phases of preparing the chang’aa at her home.



The home of Jacinta Wanjiku Kanyeki, a chang’aa addict, in the Nyahururu countryside.
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